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What is a kilonova?

A kilonova is the result of neutron star mergers. 

This explosion will send a ripple of gravitational waves and 
produce heavy elements such as gold and platinum.

To understand the frequency:
● A supernova occurs once per galaxy per century
● A kilonova occurs once per galaxy per 100 centuries

https://kilonova.org/index.html

https://kilonova.org/index.html


Can you spot the kilonova?

https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/news/scientists-spot-explosive-counterpart-ligovirgos-latest-gravitational-waves/

https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/news/scientists-spot-explosive-counterpart-ligovirgos-latest-gravitational-waves/


The challenge
Can we train a machine to 
determine if a new image 
has a kilonova without 
using traditional difference 
imaging techniques?



Why Machine Learning?

“Machine learning works best 
on problems that humans do 

subconsciously”

Google Developers ML Crash Course



There are several 
compelling 
reasons to 

consider machine 
learning over 

difference 
imaging...

https://kilonova.org/press.html

https://kilonova.org/press.html


The hypothesis:
The best machine learning 
approach to this problem will be 
a convolutional neural net



The Experiment:
Observe 100 galaxies every 
3 nights for 3 months and 
analyze the new images for 
a kilonova



Why a CNN?

A convolutional neural network is a type of machine learning 
inspired by the biological makeup of the neurons in the visual 
cortex. 

It works well with 2D data - which is a benefit when using 
image data.



Let’s take a look 
at the notebook

Big Ideas:

● Prepare the images

● Train/Test CNN

● Analyze the process



Gathering 
Images



The notebook:
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1uuz_nb0djS4qKo1rsWa2DauT7EhYhbQn#scrollTo=UdFp
TGYb5fs4

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1uuz_nb0djS4qKo1rsWa2DauT7EhYhbQn#scrollTo=UdFpTGYb5fs4
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1uuz_nb0djS4qKo1rsWa2DauT7EhYhbQn#scrollTo=UdFpTGYb5fs4


Next Steps

● Analyze the images that the 
computer got wrong

● Try to use the images with 
different machine learning 
designs: random forest, CNN 
with LSTM, etc.

● Optimize the hyperparameters



Summary of Experience:

I really loved my time at FermiLab...welcoming people, great 
mentors, fellow teachers.

This experience gave me a chance to connect a previous 
experience at ORNL, current graduate school work, and 
teaching to research in the real world.

There’s just a special feeling that comes along with working at 
a national lab. 



Ideas for my classroom?
- ML regression activities for 

both algebra 1 and 
precalculus

- Colab Notebooks

- ML demo for my APCS 
students



 

Thank You
1. Special thanks to Jim for all the 

advice and guidance...I learned a 
ton working with you!

2. Thanks to Harry and Angela and 
all the others involved in making 
the TRAC program possible.

3. Thanks to FermiLab for hosting 
and being so welcoming to 
teachers.


